
A lot of people ask me about the arrows at the top of their Human Design
chart. Often referred to as Variables or The Four Transformations – they can
help you understand how you process, work, manifest, and thrive in the
world. 

They can help explain a lot, particularly in the way that you show up in your
business (or not).

They can tell you whether you are someone who loves routine (or not),
someone who can't wait to plan things out (or not), and also give you insights
into the way you learn and absorb information.

But before we dive into them, it's important to also know that there is another
layer within the arrows... they can point either left or right, which brings in
different meanings...

If an arrow is left-facing it's a more active, masculine energy. More about
structure, directness, linear, control.

If an arrow is right-facing it's more passive, feminine energy. More about
flow, indirect progress, less control, more loosey goosey.
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LEFT-FACING

RIGHT-FACING



LEFT-FACING: You thrive on consistency. You do best with
routines, structure, and consistent action every day. This grounds
you. You're equipped to take in a lot of information and absorb it
well. In terms of food, you need fuel consistently. Fasting is
probably not a good option.

RIGHT-FACING: You don't need routine or to be consistent. Going
with the flow is more natural to you. You're best to curate and
limit the amount of information you take in at a time. In terms of
food, you don't need lots, so fasting might work well for you (but
it's your choice!).

Top Left Arrow: Digestion. This is about both how you take in things,
absorb, assimilate information but also how you eat. This arrow also
brings a theme of consistency (or not).

In business, this means you're either someone who can handle a lot of
information or someone who can't. And if you like consistency or not,
they are both correct. There is no one way that is better than the
other.
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DIGESTION



LEFT-FACING: You do best when you are in a consistent
environment. You don't like to move a lot, both in your home and
work environments. You do best when you sleep in the same place
and work in the same place. If you agree with something, you'll
integrate it with ease. You make commitments and stick to them.

RIGHT-FACING: You do best when you change up your environment,
both at home and in work. You need different environments to feel
inspired. You love to experience things. It's ok to not stick with
something if it no longer aligns. It doesn't mean you're not
disciplined, more that you can break commitments if they no longer
serve you.

Bottom Left Arrow: Environment. This is about whether you need your
environment to be consistent or inconsistent. This arrow also brings a
theme of discipline (or not). How you are energetically designed to
operate at your highest level.

In business, you're either someone who needs to be in different places
all the time to achieve inspiration, or you work best at the same desk,
surrounded by familiar things. Sudden changes in your work space can
cause you to feel out of sync, so avoid moving around too much.
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ENVIRONMENT



LEFT-FACING: You're a specific manifestor. This has nothing to do
with the manifestor type. This is more about how you visualize. Be
specific in what you want! Planning is your jam. Be specific in your
plans. You need a plan in place before you're able to move forward.
You like structure because it works best for you! This is definitely the
arrow you'll use most in your business.

RIGHT-FACING: You're a non-specific manifestor. Less about the
details, more about a general idea and feeling is what works best for
you. The Universe will take care of the rest. Planning & strategy are
not your jam. You don't need to know where you're going to end up.
Simply focus on what feels good and head in that direction. Things
will often work out even better than you imagined!

Bottom Right Arrow: Perspective. This is about how you see the world,
whether planning is for you (or not), and whether you manifest
specifically or not. The theme of this arrow is strategy.

In business, if you love to plan, then you're also someone who is great at
strategy. On the other hand, if you find planning stifling, then throw
away your to-do list and focus more on going with the flow, trusting that
you'll get where you need to go.
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PERSPECTIVE



LEFT-FACING: You do best with more traditional forms of learning,
more detail-oriented, and logical in your approach. You'll remember
specifics and recall them with ease. When trying to understand
something, zooming in tends to work better for you. The more details
the better. You can even put your 'blinders' on and focus on that one
thing.

RIGHT-FACING: You're more creative in your approach to learning,
more about going with the flow. You learn in lots of different ways.
Traditional forms of learning probably don't jive well with you. You're
best to zoom out, to view the big picture when trying to understand
something. Letting go and gaining a broader perspective work better
for you. You might struggle to recall facts and figures, but you're a great
conceptual thinker and learner.

Top Right Arrow: Awareness. This is about whether you're meant to focus
on the details or more on the big picture. The theme of this arrow is focus.

In business, if you need all the details about something before moving
forward, then you like to focus. Time-blocking with a specific focus is your
jam. On the other hand, if you find looking at the bigger picture more
helpful, then you don't need the details or to focus too granular.
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AWARENESS



In your own research, you might have also heard of quad right or quad left
when learning about the arrows.

These refer to when a person has all their arrows pointing left (Quad Left)
or when someone has all their arrows point right (Quad Right).

Neither is good or bad. Both exist for a reason. You exist for a reason. The
way you are designed is on purpose.

Your natural approach is correct for you. You're equipped with everything
you need to be the best you in your business and life. 
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QUAD LEFT EXAMPLE

QUAD RIGHT EXAMPLE



Getting the most out of your arrows is simply about continuing to do
what feels easy and fun for you. 

You don't need to do anything to 'activate' your arrows. Simply follow
your strategy and authority and you'll always be correctly moving
forward.

Where your arrows can be helpful is in understanding why you might
not align with the more active or masculine way of doing things, or
similarly, you're not someone who can 'go with the flow'.

Simply follow what feels good for you.
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